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1. The level of your effort to the goal achievement of the buddy
community work
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2. Rate the clarity of the orientation to community work given by the
staff-in-charges. 1-lowest, 5-highest
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3. Rate the following with reference to the buddy system adopted for the
community work program for this year.

4. Rate the extent of the skills/attributes developed by you during the
community work program
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5. Kindly rate the Overall planning of the community work program for
this semester. 1-lowest and 5-highest
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6. What aspects of the buddy community work were most useful or valuable?
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Working together. We did not stick to our pedagogies only, we collaborated on various things
which were not even related to our pedagogy. Going to the centers was also an amazing
experience.

Interacting with group members and working together was helpful in building team spirit and
cooperation, also being able to visit the house in person was the best experience.

Helping children to learn to the highly possible extent we could.

The selfless attitude amongst the students

Most of it honestly, it was a complete new learning experience for me. The physical interaction
with our peers while creating the resources, exposure to multiple perspectives and
experiences, learning new artistic skills etc

The team building experience, working for the good in society .

Team- work was amazing. A bonding between first years and Second years was great.

I got to learn about team collaboration and cooperation

working together to get the work done on time and building a relationship with someone
unknown to work for the betterment of others.

The planning and the individual effort taken was valuable

Meeting and speaking to the children helped to gain better understanding of them and their
needs. Orientation by Father Florence was also really helpful to begin the community work
specially for students who could not go to the centre on Day 1. Making learning resources
helped me learn to make aids for offline classroom teaching. Working with first year students
helped to understand the importance and strength of team work for my future endeavors.

Community work gave us an opportunity to go beyond our academics and inculcated in us a
sense of service to the society, fostered qualities like leadership and team spirit and made us
aware of our capabilities and the potentials lurking within us.

Communicating with my seniors and learning and understanding skills needed in future as
teachers

As working together on a single goal of making resources according to their needs, we from FY
worked with our seniors and got to know their experience and also bonded well with our own
classmates, shared ideas among different groups and enjoyed the process. Teamwork,
coordination, communication with the students and many other things were improved due to
this community service.

Discussion leading to share of different ideas

For me the visit to the centre on the last day of the programme was a very wholesome
experience.

It was nice to work in groups because it gave scope to bring in more perspectives. It helped in
being more creative and making interesting educational resources.

Sharing of ideas, reflection and working together helped in team building



To help the children by these resources

Sharing different ideas on the same topic and gaining more knowledge and experience form
eachother

Working together as a team to ideate and plan educational resources

it provides you with a perfect opportunity to become closer to the community

Got a chance to develop a rapport with the first years. It was good to get ideas from the first
years about preparing learning resources.

We do have to make learning resources in semester 4 so I think it gave us a good idea as to
how to go about doing it.

The second year and my classmates were quite helpful. We shared lot of things together and
those days were best days of my life. We worked together got to know more about each other
and learned the importance of team work. The sy people corrected us when ever needed.

Working together as a team, learning from them

Meeting the children and knowing their needs

Working together as a team and planning and discussing about the educational resources or
helping the community centre

An opportunity to do something for the community, getting to learn from my team mates.

As a team working for a purpose/ cause we can soar high, achieve great success.

Team spirit.

We were able to share and accept the viewpoints of others.

Teamwork, coordination, Contentment

Getting to interact with our sy students to ideate about new resources needed. We got to know
so many new possibilities.

Team building, management, understanding about the needs of others and trying to fulfill them
in the best possible ways

CLARITY ON BI-LINGUAL RESOURCE GENERATION, GUIDANCE ON NATURE OF EDUCATIONAL
RESOURCES AND MAKING THEM TAILORED TO SUIT NEEDS.

All educational resources

The fact that we got a chance to work in a group was very usefull for me since I learned lots of
skills by interacting with my seniors.

Planning

Developing need based resources by sharing ideas.

We learned different things from each other.

We got to know and connect with the FYs. Also they got to learn a lot from us. Collaboration
and teamwork skills.



Help in making learning resources

Having buddies from different pedagogies helped greatly in the sharing of versatile ideas.

Team work, creative and innovative thinking for the development of resources

Team-work and collaborative learning.

Team work
Communication
Sharing of ideas
Helping hand
Less of pressure because the work load was shared

Many ideas and brainstorming innovations came into picture making the activity very
interesting.

The teams interaction and coordination in sharing ideas and work

There was a good collaboration and co-ordination. With each other's ideas and support we
could make the education resources effectively.

Sharing ideas , using all our minds to create something innovative

Communication, bonding, help

Teamwork and a whole new experience.

Team work and coordination among team

Being creative

Communication and cooperation

Working together and pairing up built a bond and interact and adjust with new people.

Going to the centre and engaging with the students was a very memorable moment for me.
They were very enthusiastic to learn about new things. Would love to actually teach them
sometime.

The teamwork and participation were very valuable. How each person stepped in to do what
they could do best and didn't shy away from learning or helping out in new things.
I was also able to observe a lot from my seniors, seeing the way they took charge and were
proactive. The way they offered ideas and suggestions. I learnt a lot about communicating and
doing, all the while wanting to give my best and do what I could for the kids.

Buddy community work helped a lot as it resulted into team work. Sharing of ideas took place
also a good bond was been created.

Working on wide resources, brainstorming ideas and sharing a common bond

With buddy community work we learned team spirit and leadership qualities

Many creative minds coming together collaboratively working on creating resources was a
enriching experience. It inculcated values like collaborative working, leadership, paitence,
appreciation, sensitisation etc.

Socializing with Others



Brainstorming the inmates educational resources and the voluntary contributions of other
resources made by each member.

Working together.

Interaction with the group and team work. It build my confidence

The aspect of collaborating as a team for a social cause.

We brainstormed about all our topics together and gave a clear opportunity for all to put forth
their views. The FY's also cleared whatever doubts they had with the SY's and that really helped
in the smooth working of the course.

The group work and collaboration part was the most valuable part of the community work
phase.

Team work. Our team created learning resources as a team as opposed to individually or in
pairs. There was some degree of transdisciplinary work done, where people outside the
pedagogies also helped in making these learning resources.

Trying to mix others idea with mine so that it (resources) turns out more creative.

Sharing of ideas. Buddu community work helped me in learning many new ideas from my
Buddy partner which will be useful in future also.

first of all it was a good experience working in group along with our juniors and knowing them
we also learn team work and cooperatively working in a group. the thoughts we had while we
were making resources was also overwhelming that we were making stuffs to help someone.



7. Mention any suggestions for improvement of the community work program.
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.

None

Na

It would have been better if we had been given a chance to physically go there everyday.

To go there and help those children learn with our physical presence

It we be better if we all could have gone to the centers

would like to physically teach the inmates

Overall it was a great experience. I had never worked like this for any community before. So, for
me it was an insightful experience.

Please take us to the center for teaching and interaction with the kids next time

It would have been great to visit the centres and teach the children there than rather making
and dropping off resources.

No suggestions

N/A

A lot of time could be utilised if the group representatives visited the allotted centres a day or
two prior the commencement of the community work because our group had to change plans
on Day 2 as the requirements of the centres were very different from what we had planned on
Day 1.

No suggestions

We would like to go and teach the student if possible which would be more beneficial to the
students

More time should be given

.

Having at least one day where we are directly spending time with the children would be more
effective and fruitful.

The learning resources were made effectively but one shortcoming I felt that there were some
mathematical concepts which needed explanation which we were not able to do in an
appropriate manner

It should be offline reaching rather than these resources

If more time were to be given, more educational resources would be made available for the
kids



None at the moment

none

Going to the community centers in person

The FYs should also have accompanied us to the center for delivering the resources. It was a
meaningful experience.

The community work was excellent and lot of things and new experiences where gained. So no
improvement is needed.

Spending all 5 days at the centre

It would have been more productive to both us and children, if we would have got chance to
physically go there and teach them.

Please try to send All the FY's and the SY's together at the community center.

Going to the center and engaging with the children will be a more effective and better learning
experience.

No.

If possible, each group can be divided into two, one will make the resources for them in the
college and other can visit the community houses each day and try to actually teach
something to the students and understand their problems. Also, the members in the two sub-
groups can be interchanged each day.

ON-SITE INTERACTIONS WITH THE CHILDREN

It would have been better if done in particular center.

Non

IT SHOULD BE DONE BY GOING TO THE CENTRES AND ACTUALLY TEACHING THE CHILDREN.

Some interaction with the students has to be there to make it meaningful

It would be great if we would physically go to the centre and teach the students, because most
of them need a teacher to go down to their level and explain things to them. The learning
resources made were useful, but again they would need someone to help them use the
resources fruitfully.

offline community work in order to get an actual community experience with the inmates

Community work should have been conducted in the centers to enable emotional and social
domian.

Very well organised. The buddy initiative was very enriching. Please continue the same

Practical experience at the center/ Online would have been better to communicate

If we would have got the chance to go and teach them, it would have been more beneficial for
the kids.

A little more guidance by the mentors would’ve been helpful.



Non

I would love to actually go and teach the children there instead of sending educational
resources.

Offline Community Service

The children urgently needed a teacher who can clear their doubts and help them study, after
visiting the centre I felt the children were very interested to learn but they do not have a teacher
who will pay them personal attention.

A physical visit for every student would be a great idea if feasible. It would help the foster
compassion for the community as well as give a clearer idea as to how everyone can help
them.

It would be great if community work was held offline or online with the students rather then
making resources and explaining it to them.

N. A

needed more time with the sadan children.

No

Visiting and teaching the students would be an excellent way to contribute because the
inmates needed someone to teach them.

None.

Teaching could have been better than the resources as it will help student teacher interaction

The community work program was well planned and it can be improved.

We tried our best to do whatever we could with the amount of time and kind of work given to
us. According to me there is nothing else that could be incorporated as such.

We can definitely inculcate the buddy system where each SY has an FY buddy to work with
throughout the community service journey.

According to me, actually teaching the students rather than only creating learning resources
seems much more beneficial and meaningful.

Nothing at all.

If there could Have been one day or two, where we could have taught the Inmates using the
resources we made then it would have been a great learning experience.

..



8. Any other views, opinion, comments, suggestions regarding the buddy community
work - ( u can include any of your personal learning experience ).
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-

NA

None

.

none

Thank you for giving us this opportunity.

_

Its was indeed a great experience

I prepared a table chart. So, while preparing the table chart I had thought how would I make it
more creative. So, since I was making it for a small kids i thought I was relieving as a
myself kid again and yess I learnt tables again. :)

It was an engaging and fulfilling experience to contribute to the kids

While visiting the centres twice, some of the children came up to me and shared a sense of
happiness that I had come back to see them and get some learning material for them. It was a
blessing to be a part of this.

I personally developed sensivity towards these children and I also realised how privileged I am
to have all the basic requirements

On last day of the community work when we SY students went to the House. There were other
B.ed. students who were actually teaching the students.
When we met Sister Jonita, she mentioned that we are doing shortcut. We did not respond to
that and continued with orienting the students about the resources.
We were not given enough time to orient and talk further about the resources.

It was indeed a wonderful experience where we got to know ourselves better. At times, things
seemed difficult and we were confused but overcoming the challenges gave us a sense of
achievement along with increased faith in ourselves and our abilities.

It was a great experience to meet these children who were also so excited and enthusiastic to
learn to things. Made me realize how precious every moment is in life and that we're so
privileged to be studying here at sxie which is family♡

We all bonded quite nicely with each other. It was an ice breaker for fys and sys

The buddy system was good as it allowed exchange of ideas and collaborative efforts by both
members of the buddy pair.

I think this was a good way to educate the children but offline teaching would be much better

How one can be creative in different fields at the same time

It was a unique experience for me. As I have never really liked craft or art related activities, I
found myself motivated to use my creativity to build something.There were many small



learnings along the way & the most amazing one was to provide these learning resources to
the children.

I personally learned how a creative learning resource is important for any given standard. How
a good explanation can help a child remember and apply the resource for a long time.

It was very self satisfying

Nothing

Overall a great experience.

There is more joy in giving than in receiving. Because by this we are bringing joy and smiles on
many faces...

.

It was a great learning experience.

I learned that makinf smaller groups was very essential. As people with similar pedagogy or
no, but yet they came together to plan, and execute making the resources. I loved the fact that i
could draw something because all my life i believed i never could draw. Making the solar
system was a challenging task considering only 3 days to prepare it, but one of great
learning.im grateful to all my group members for working so hard in contributing to the greater
cause of children's growth

College should provide a transport facility at least on the day when the resources have to be
taken at the community houses.

LONGER DURATION

It was good experience.

It was a fun and enriching experience.

We learn to work in a team

It was an amazing experience. The social analysis done on the 1st day was indeed helpful and
an enriching experience. It was for the first time that I prepared need-based resources, and the
entire process was quite satisfying. Even while making the resources, all I thought about was
the kids, and that motivated me to give more than my best.

I'm really grateful to SXIE for this experience !

The buddy community work is so meaningful. With a helpful partner things seems do easy and
smooth. Your partner fills in the gaps and provide support to you. Also it helps in sharing of
ideas and suggestions.

Yes, as compared to the previous year, my performance was good, faster and more creative.
The difference and improvement throughout the course was visible.

It was very well organized. Got to interact with our FYs and had an amazing time with them,
sharing ideas

It was a very fulfilling experience.

It was nice to learn about new things from seniors.

It was fun.



It felt very good to visit the center and learn about the needs of the kids.

Non

This was a learning experience for me, meeting the children at the community centre was the
best experience.

Hoping to have a chance to spend some time with the children next time. It was a great
experience over all. The team was very enthusiastic and encouraging.

I personally learnt a lot from this experience. A lot of times we spend our money and time to
help community in the most feasible and convenient way we can. However through this project
I learnt that helping them should be based on their convenience and not my own. Thinking of
educational aids from their perspective, tailoring it to their needs and understanding made me
consider their challenges and walk in their shoes for that period of time. I enjoyed using my
skills and talents to help them, but i also learnt that to truly care for someone is to walk in their
shoes and see the world from their stand point, rather than just pitying them.

Na

Learn to develop ideas

None.

Community work activity fosters social responsibility.

It went off really well and the overall experience was extremely wholesome.

I learned that with the help of others every plan can be achieved or accomplished. There needs
to be a time for bonding and space for work.

Education is a right of all, and society MUST work towards any hurdles that come in its way.
This community work was a good start towards this goal.

No, Thank you.

I was aware about making learning resources of my Pedagogy but during community work I
learnt to make learning resources for Mathematics and Science too which are not even my
Second pedagogy but am sure it'll help me ahead.
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